
 

FA20 CSE 8B - Assignment 8 
 

Introduction 
Hi everyone, Assignment 8 will be your last programming assignment in CSE 8B this quarter. 

You are almost there! In this assignment, you will get practical coding experience with Java 

abstract classes, interfaces, and recursion. You are also required to come up with your own 

tests to make sure your code has the correct behavior as described in this writeup. This 
assignment is a challenging one, start up early! 
As mentioned last week, pair programming is optional for assignment 8. However, please read 

and follow the pair programming guidelines from the link below: 

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/fa20/cse8B-a/Pair%20Programming%20Guidelines.pdf 

 

 

Part 1: Get started 
1. Make sure there is no problem with your Java coding environment. If there is any, review 

assignment 1 or come to the office hour before you start this assignment. 

2. Review everything on and before lecture 16 

3. Download the starter code.  

If you work with your local machine, download it from Piazza -> Resources -> 

Homework -> AbstractFile.java, Assignment8.java, Directory.java, FSComponent.java, 

Mutable.java, NormalFile.java, ProtectedFile.java, RootDirectory.java, and 

SubDirectory.java. 

Start terminal/command line and navigate to the directory that contains the files listed 

above. 

If you decide to use Linux Cloud, use the following command to copy the starter code to 

a new directory called HW8: 

 

Note: you will not be able to compile the starter code because most of the methods are left 

unimplemented. 

 

$ cd ~ 
$ mkdir HW8 
$ cp -a ../public/assignments/PA8 ./HW8 

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/fa20/cse8B-a/Pair%20Programming%20Guidelines.pdf


 

Overview 

In this assignment, you will implement a simplified demo of File System (FS). This FS will be 

able to support creating, deleting, renaming, moving, and protecting sample files and 

directories. Following is the UML diagram of this project, showing the relationships between the 

different classes. (Review Lecture slide 15, page 9 for notations of interface in UML) 

 

 

Make sure you understand the starter code. You should not change any existing data fields 
or method signatures in the starter code. Some methods are already implemented to you. In 

fact, FSComponent.java, AbstractFile.java, ProtectedFile.java, RootDirectory.java, and 

Mutable.java are all completed.  You do not need to modify any of those files, but feel free to 

create helper methods in any file. Your main task is to finish implementing the Directory, 

NormalFile, and SubDirectory classes. Besides the methods with //TODO, you also need to 

define and implement the methods required by the abstract classes and interfaces. You are also 

recommended to create many helper methods to simplify your implementation. (e.g., create a 

recursive helper method to implement printStructure using recursion in Directory.java). 

 



 

Part 2: Directory.java 
Directory class is an abstract super class for RootDirectory and SubDirectory. It has one 

additional field, ArrayList<FSComponent> componentList. It is an ArrayList of FSComponent 

(review the lecture slides to get familiar with ArrayList operations before you start coding). It 

represents the list of all files and/or subdirectories in the current directory (which can be a 

RootDirectory or SubDirectory).  

The constructor with an argument must set the name and initialize componentList with a new 

empty ArrayList (similar to the no-arg constructor). Besides the constructor, Directory must 

implement three methods that will be called from the main method in Assignment8.java as listed 

below: 

- public boolean addComponent(FSComponent newComponent): 
This method takes in an FSComponent object and determines whether it should be 

added to the componentList. First, it should check whether the input newComponent 
is a file or a directory (hint: use the instanceof operator). If the input object is a file (think 

about how to check if a FSComponent is a file by looking at the UML above), then check 

all the files in the current directory’s componentList.  If a file with the same name as the 

input file already exists, return false; otherwise, add the input object to the 

componentList and set the parentDir of the input object to the current Directory (i.e., 

this). Then, return true.  

Similarly, if input is directory (again, think about how to check if a FSComponent is 

directory by looking at the UML). Then check all the directories under the current 

directory’s componentList. If there is already a directory with the same name, we abort 

and return false; otherwise, add the input object to the componentList and set the 

parentDir of the input object to the current Directory (i.e., this). Then, return true.  

Essentially, under a Directory, we can never allow two or more files/directories with the 

same name to coexist. However, a file and a subdirectory under the same parent 

directory sharing the same name is allowed. It is better to create helper methods to 

check duplicate names in the list, because they will also be helpful in Part 3. 

- public void printStructure(): 
This method will print out the all files and directories under the current directory 

hierarchically. This includes not only all elements in the componentList, but also all 

components in any subdirectories, sub-subdirectories, etc, if there are any. The printing 

format is shown below. Whenever digging into a deeper level subdirectory, add a tab to 



 

the front of the elements that need to be printed (hint: the toString method of all concrete 

classes are already provided to you). In addition, the order for files and/or directories at 

the same level can be changed, so your output doesn’t need to match the figure exactly. 

      

Notice: You must use recursion to implement this method. Creating a recursive helper 

method is recommended. Partial points will be deducted if no recursive call is used.  

- public int getSize(): 
Calculate and return the sum of all file sizes under the current folder (including all files in 

subdirectories and sub-subdirectories etc). To get full points, this method must also be 

implemented recursively. 

 

Part 3: Mutable objects 

As shown in the above UML diagram, there are 4 concrete classes in this assignment: 

NormalFile, ProtectedFile, RootDirectory, and Subdirectory. Among them, NormalFile and 

SubDirectory are mutable (i.e., implements interface Mutable). This means that any instance of 

these two classes can call methods moveTo, rename, and delete. You can assume any 

normalFile or subDirectory is always contained by a Directory object, meaning the parent always 

exists. 

 

NormalFile class 

- rename: 

This method takes in a String representing the new name to change. Then, it will check 

whether the parentDir contains any file with the same name. If yes, return false; 

otherwise, set the name of current NormalFile a to the input new name and return true. 

Since componentList in parentDir is a private field that is not accessible from the 

NormalFile class, you may need to use the helper method(s) in Directory.java (recall, in 

Part 2 you are recommended to create these helper methods). 



 

Clarification: you only need to check sibling files. For example, having a file named 

“file1” in a lower level subdirectory and having a file named “file1” at the current level is 

not a problem. 

- delete: 

Remove the current object from parentDir’s componentList and return true (this 

method should always return true because one can always delete a NormalFile). Again, 

you may need to use helper methods in Directory.java to achieve this method.  

- moveTo: 

This method takes in a Directory type object newDir. It should first try to add the current 

NormalFile to the newDir’s componentList. If it fails to do so (e.g., when newDir already 

contains a file with the same name), then return false; otherwise, remove the current 

NormalFile from the original parentDir and return true. 

 

SubDirectory class: This class has an additional field Directory parentDir compared to 

RootDirectory. Similar to the AbstractFile class, its constructor should initialize the parentDir 
with null.  

 

- rename: 

Similarly, this method takes in a String representing the new name to change to. Then, it 

will check whether the parentDir contains any directory that has the same name. If yes, 

then return false; otherwise, set the name of the current SubDirectory to the input new 

name and return true. Similarly, you only need to check sibling directories. 

- delete: 

Unlike the delete method in NormalFile, this method should perform deletion and return 

false if there exists any ProtectedFile object under the current directory, or under 

subdirectories, sub-subdirectories, etc. That means for the figure above, you cannot 

delete any of the directories. Again, you may need to use a recursive helper method in 

Directory.java.  

- moveTo: 

This method takes in a Directory type object newDir. First, it should check if the caller 

contains any ProtectedFile object, similar to delete(). If yes, it cannot be moved thus 



 

return false; otherwise, it should then try to add the current Subdirectory to the newDir’s 

componentList (by calling addComponent). If it fails to do so (e.g., when newDir already 

contains a file with the same name), then return false; otherwise, remove the current 

Subdirectory from the original parentDir and return true.  

Clarification: You do not need to consider the edge case where a directory is moved to 

itself. (i.e. the caller is always different from the parameter) 

 

 
After finishing Part 2 and Part 3, you can try to compile and  run the main method in 

Assignment8.java. Your code should  be able to reproduce following output: 

                  

Again, the order for files and/or directories at the same level can be changed, so your 

output doesn’t need to match the figure exactly. 

 

Part 4: Unit tests 
Keep in mind that the main method only provides one testing example. Therefore, you are 

encouraged to create as many test cases as you think to be necessary to cover all the edge 

cases. To get full credit, create at least 6 test cases for any methods in this assignment. We 

suggest making some print messages in each of your test cases so that you will know which test 

case is failing. The unitTests method should return true only when all the test cases are passed, 

otherwise return false. 



 

 

Part 5: Coding style 
When coding in Java, there are several style rules that people usually follow to make the code 

clean and readable. In this course, you are asked to follow rules specified in link below:  

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/fa20/cse8B-a/styleguide.html  

Read the coding style guide carefully and refine your code for this and all future assignments. 

 

Submission 

Very important! Please follow the instructions below carefully and make the exact 
submission format. This is important since we will use scripts to grade so if you don't follow 

the same submission format you probably will receive a zero.  

1. If your code does not compile, you will receive zero on this assignment. So please make 

sure ALL of your .java files can be compiled. That means if you don't know how to write 

subDirectory.java and still want to receive points by running methods from other .java 

files, simply override all abstract methods and return false for all. 

2. Go to Gradescope and click on PA8. 

3. Click the DRAG & DROP section and directly select the seven required files 

(AbstractFile.java, Assignment8.java, Directory.java, FSComponent.java, 
Mutable.java, NormalFile.java, ProtectedFile.java, RootDirectory.java, and 
SubDirectory.java). Drag & drop is fine. Please make sure you don't submit a zip. Just 

the file solely. Make sure the name of the file is correct. 

4. You can resubmit unlimited times before the due date. Your score will depend on your 

final submission, even if your former submissions have a higher score. 

5. The autograder is for the use of the instructional team. You won't see the result of the 

autograder. As long as you uploaded your file you're good to go. 

 

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/fa20/cse8B-a/styleguide.html

